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1 - episode one

the begining: You see yogerd on a train. He thinks to himself: Hi my name is yogerd olmec thats
YOGERD Y-O-G-E-R-D not yogurt. anyways I... hey wait a minute why am I introducing my self I know
who I am. Its like I'm on a show or something.Hmmm....oh well anyways so I'm moving to a new city
from my old town of Georgetown. Where I am going is where ever the road takes me. seriosly I have no
idea where I am or where I'm going so uhh I guess I'll...hmmm... hey how come my voice echo's. Is my
head that empty or what. Huh...I'm tires of thinking time to go blank minded for a while.then you see
yogerds eyes disconnect and then it goes to the next scene:you see lark in his room asleep on his
couch. He's woken by the backround musicLark: hey you mind keepin it down I got to weeks left of
summer and I'm not gonna waste them by being awake. He goes back to sleep when it shows morter
walk in the house. Morter:hey lark. as he enters you hear abunch of claps for him like on a live tv show.
Morter honors the applause. Lark wakes up and throws a shoe at where the applause seems to be
coming from Lark:Shut up.Morter: hey lark I just found out that school has been moved a week
laterLark:how come?Morter because they found out that the scheduel was offLark:ya thats nice now get
out.Morter:why r u so cranky Lark we got another day of schoolLark: I'm just trying to get my beauty
sleepSuddenly you hear Zerk's voice: you'll definetly need alot of thatIt shows Zerk and the applause
starts again then it shows lark with a rifle and the crowd hushes upLark:oh hey zerk whats up man?Zerk:
nuthin just trying to live in the harsh conditions of this cartoon.Larks now asleep on the couch. He snores
loud. then morter and zerk quitly leave.the scene switches to Issmore: I just can't wait to begin school.
Getting one step closer to helping the world!!!Den comes in: The world can't be helped its allready
doomedIssmore: well Den when you have that attitude it is.Den: when I have this attetude I am
fearedIssmore: Aaawww Den. Someone needs a hug.Issmore tries to hug den when he picks Issmore
up by his shirt and says: if u touch me u dieIssmore: everything looks so beautiful from here!Den: u
make me sick. How come I hang out with you.Issmore: that easy silly cause the animator makes us.Den:
good point now can we end this scene its starting to drag onIssmore: why not? it'll get us one step closer
to world domination.Den:whatIssmore nuthing.(laugh's his trademark laugh)ends scene



2 - random scenes

Yogerd-I hate this show it shows my weaknesses and makes them look like comedy.Zerk-U know if u
would shut up we could enjoy this but then why would u want us to enjoy something when u can ruin it
for us?hmmm?Morter-serieously Yogerd shut upYogerd-no my opinion good urs badYogerd gets up and
starts kicking the TVYogerd-I hate this stupid showEveryone watches Yogerd with a blank lookYogerd
breaks the TV then sits downYogerd-Wew. Glad I got that out of my system. Now lets play some guess
who I am k?everyone looks at yogerd and that at eachother then u see morters house and yogerd
getting thrown out.Yogerd-What? what did I do?Zerk-nothing irretating just breaking a 50'000 dollar
TVYogerd-See zerks on my side. let me in. Morter-try no for an answerYogerd-....Can have a second
answer?The door shuts.Yogerd-I can't believe u people I'm leaving.yogerd tries to walk away but then
slips on a pudle and then gets upYogerd-that only mildly hurt.End of scene
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